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Introduction 

 The system of world governance based on the 17th century Westphalian model of 

sovereign states has been undermined by many forces. Dissatisfaction grows with a 

concept of security which reifies the state, readily sanctions use of military force, and is 

blind to the polymorphous nature of social power – related to gender, class, ethnicity, 

religion and age – and its deployment within and across territorial boundaries. These 

various power bases interact to create complex matrices of human rights abuse within the 

domestic jurisdiction of many nation-states. The abuses have remained invisible or kept 

concealed in the name of national security and social and/or cultural order. Notably many 

impacts are on women, as ‘shock absorbers’, custodians of the private and reproductive 

spheres that are ignored by business calculation and mainstream economics. The fact of 

such impacts is not new, though some modalities may be. In the recurrent ‘Third World 

Holocausts’ of the mid 19th to early 20th century, which Mike Davis has helped to recover 

from oblivion, tens of millions of poor people perished.  

 Non-military security issues with human rights implications have emerged or 

become more visible and acquired transnational characteristics since the end of the Cold 

War. They include environmental threats, the AIDS pandemic, the instability of the 

global financial system, illicit and unsafe population movements across borders, and the 

spread of organized criminal trafficking of drugs, arms and persons. The growing array of 

threats and their impacts diffuse through everyday life. The state-centric approach to 

security is inadequate when the configurations of security are transnational.  

 This emergent world poses many challenges in development ethics, which was 

constructed from considerations about the ethics of local intervention but which over time 

has grown, in the work on rights-based development and ‘human development’, into 

wider-ranging systems of value-thought. We trace the progress of development ethics and 

will suggest that the field can benefit from linkage to other ethical traditions that 

emphasize the transformation of consciousness and attitudes in service of human security.  

 

Theories and practices 

 Development ethics is a space of analysis, evaluation and action regarding the 

trajectory of societies, with special reference to suffering, injustice and exclusion within 

societies and between societies at a global scale. Its typical focus on humans in their own 

right irrespective of location, rather than as abstract functioning factors in an economy, 

supports a politics of social change that accepts human dignity as a priority.  

 The development ethics field lies at the intersection of various streams of practice 

and traditions of theorizing. Figure 1 presents some bodies of practice in which ethical 

issues have been perceived and grappled with, at least sometimes, and how they intersect 

with streams of theorizing, generating many types of thought and action. Much 

development ethics literature has arisen in the italicized cells in Figure 1, where some 
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schools in moral philosophy and social science, notably including critiques of mainstream 

economics, address issues arising in socio-economic development policies, programmes 

and projects. This work is diverse, since the schools are diverse – utilitarian, Aristotelian, 

Kantian, existentialist and more – but a major thrust is captured by the label ‘From 

Economism to Human Development’ (Gasper 2004). The leading theoretician here has 

been Amartya Sen, and the leading policy practitioner was Mahbub ul Haq, founder of the 

UNDP Human Development Reports and the human development movement in 

development analysis and advocacy. The work led by UNDP, Haq and Sen has established 

a Human Development Approach which has achieved, remarkably rapidly, a significant 

degree of institutionalization.  
 

 
Figure 1: 
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 The matrix is a tool to think about work in development ethics, not a facsimile 

portrait. It lacks a time dimension; there are overlaps between some strands; and other areas 
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of practice and of theory could be added. Sources not highlighted in the table but of 

increasing importance in development ethics include feminist theory and struggles for 

gender justice, and migration, as a source of ethical questions and examination in just the 

same way that emergency relief and intervention are.  

 

The Human Development perspective 

 Human development (HD) thinking has broadened the range of objectives that are 

routinely considered in development debate and planning. Some other aspects of the 

approach are less obvious. First, Haq led a rejection of partitioned thinking, the analysis of 

processes and connections only within conventional disciplinary and national boundaries 

and thus within the supposedly largely separate containers of national ‘economies’. He 

espoused and embodied ‘joined-up thinking’ not hobbled by those boundaries.  

 Second, without philosophical trumpeting the HD approach (HDA) takes a step 

towards ‘joined-up feeling’. As in pure utilitarian or human rights philosophy, the field of 

reference is all humans – irrespective of their location in the world. The approach in this 

form assumes and contributes to a global solidarity. Global ethics then emerges as a 

significant offshoot, for example in UNDP’s work on global public goods. 

 Third, this humanism implies a view of the self as organically embedded and 

socially influenced, but not as purely socially determined. While HDA requires such a view 

it has not elaborated it, except perhaps in the contributions of Martha Nussbaum.   

 Lastly, while seeking to move beyond mainstream economics, Sen and Haq aimed 

to bring most of its practitioners with them. Sen’s capability approach and the HDA 

mainstream still bear many of the features of economics discourse which other disciplines 

and audiences can find problematic (see e.g.: Truong 1997; Gasper 2002). For example: 

 Against the generalized slogan ‘Development is the expansion of human capabilities’ 

we must ask: capabilities for which persons? which capabilities, why and to what 

end? Sen’s later slogan ‘Development as freedom’ provokes similar questions 

(Gasper and van Staveren 2003).  

 In contrast to the human rights tradition, HDA did not establish guarantees for 

individuals, although it has a serious concern for equity. Nussbaum’s work, focused 

on constitutional anchoring of basic rights, faces this issue (e.g. Nussbaum 2003). The 

HDA has recently sought an accommodation with human rights thinking (UNDP 

2000). It remains worried though about traditional human rights formulations as 

absolutist, arbitrary and too focused on the state (e.g., CHS 2003: 28). 

 Why should one care about individuals and particular capabilities? HDA presumes 

rather than directly constructs a motivational basis. So in fact does much of the 

human rights tradition, but that more readily connects to motivating factors. A 

minority of HDA writers have attended explicitly to attitudes and motivation. 

 Recent work seeks to reduce these limitations and deepen the Human Development 

approach, for example by clarifying relationships of human development to culture 

(WCCD 1995; UNDP 2004). Haq warned against the fossilization of HDA that could be 

induced by its rapid institutionalization. He urged ongoing criticism and innovation, and 

himself led the work on human security in the 1994 HDR. Subsequently, Sen has been at 

the forefront of extension, including as co-chair of the report Human Security Now 

(Commission on Human Security 2003).  
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The Lens of Human Security 

 The new discourse of ‘human security’ addresses the question of guarantees for 

individuals, and the need for a motivational basis, including by connecting to a 

foundational rationale for human rights in terms of basic capabilities which concern areas 

of basic need. It complements and extends the discourse of human development in a 

number of ways (Truong 2005 a&b; Gasper 2005).  

 Methodologically and in policy outline, the approach appears the same as ‘human 

development’: an insistence on being empirical and tracking connections between 

economy, polity and society, now including the worlds of war. Haq brought militarism’s 

opportunity costs as well as its direct costs to the centre of the stage. Estimates like the 

following have become commonplace: ‘The World Bank and the United Nations estimate 

that if four days’ worth of the annual military expenditure worldwide were diverted into 

education every year, that would provide the funding needed to achieve worldwide primary 

education by 2015’ (CHS 2003: 117-8). Feminist theory explores militarism’s cultural 

impacts and consequent other indirect effects on everyday lived reality.  

 What then if anything does a human security discourse add? First, it concerns itself 

with the stability and security of people’s capabilities (seen as the real opportunities of 

achievement which are open to them and which they have good reason to value), not only 

their average level. Secondly, it has a less generalized and abstracted character, centred on 

the concrete needs of socially embedded individuals. A concern with securing starts with a 

concern for basics, specific goods: life and health and dignity and peace. The label ‘human 

security’, initiated to draw a contrast with the security of states, makes us think about what 

is human, what is the humanity that should be secured. It better grounds the existing human 

development discourse -- in the mud, as Manfred Max-Neef would insist, and directs us 

towards the quotidian, the most vulnerable and their diverse systems of protection. Thirdly, 

this substantive focus on basics gives the discourse a stronger existential charge, a more 

vivid and touching content, a firmer motivational base. Thus Penz (2001) diagnoses human 

security discourse as a fuller move in a cosmopolitan direction. In these last two respects it 

is close in character to Nussbaum’s form of human development theory, but with a more 

limited, concrete, pragmatic focus: on the basics. 

 Listen to one of the presidents (Carazo) of Costa Rica who built its welfare state:  
 

I knew the Costa Rica of social injustice: a country of people without shoes or teeth, without [a] 

university, with scarcely half a dozen high schools … It was a Costa Rica without a limit of 

working hours, in which children also worked as grown ups; … [where] life expectancy was 

barely more than 40 years. I saw the sick ask for hospital attention as charity … Workers had no 

vacations, no dismissal notice, no severance pay  ….  A Costa Rica without social guarantees. 

(Cited by Mora 2000) 

 

The country of people without teeth, two generations ago, now has higher life expectancy 

than the USA. The MDGs are not yet about helping people to have teeth, but they are in the 

same spirit. 

 These evocations from the notion ‘human security’ grow out of the vagueness and 

pluriformity of the notion in current usage. Evocativeness and richness of content are not 

inherently mistakes in ethical concepts, but can bring dangers of confusion and of drift. We 

must distinguish for example between socio-economic security and psychic security. The 

two are not always closely related. Psychic security can be obtained in various ways 

besides socio-economic security, some of them admirable, some undesirable. Psychic 
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security via a belief in a simple ‘true’ personal identity, typically from membership in some 

group, carries dangers, and can be at the cost of openness and humanity to those outside the 

group. 

 Human Security Now’s policy agenda includes attention to the moulding of such 

basic perceptions, and to more cosmopolitan education that can ‘teach students to reason, to 

consider ethical claims, to understand and work with such fundamental ideas as human 

rights, human diversity and interdependence … to grasp the reality of human 

interdependence more directly and more widely…[and] instil in the content of education a 

new emphasis on ethical values – and on public debate and democracy’ (CHS, 2003: 122). 

Education concerns adults not only children, including ‘the police, the armed forces, 

private security forces and others with access to the means of coercive force’ (loc. cit.: 

122). It should include gender awareness, conflict management, and opening up of 

perceptions of identity, to see oneself as having multiple identities (p.123). The last of the 

main recommendations is to strengthen activities for ‘Clarifying the need for a global 

human identity’ (pp. 141-2), in addition to the awareness and respect for profound 

diversity.  

 

The Challenges to Development Ethics  

Something important has happened in attention to development ethics in the past 

fifteen years: more at the level of literature and theorizing; less, yet with significant 

achievements, in the worlds of policy, education, and action – for example concerning 

debt, child poverty and child labour, the greater centrality officially granted to human 

rights, and so on. Whether the changes outside the world of words are judged 

encouraging or not depends on what one takes as the basis for comparison. More should 

have happened, but at least something did.  

Why have some favourable moves occurred, and why not more? The move from 

words to policy action to institutionalized daily practices is an enormous journey. What 

did not yet happen are the required paradigm shifts at all levels, from abstract reasoning 

through to institutions and daily practices. Historically, major change has often been 

measured in centuries rather than generations. Using Scholte’s terms for the aspects of 

globalization, one hopes that velocity and deterritorialization will grow in ethics at the 

same rate as they have in many other areas, to keep pace with interconnectedness.  

 The preoccupation with theory, in the revival since the 1970s of academic political 

philosophy and substantive ethics triggered by John Rawls’s A Theory of Justice, may have 

brought insufficient explicit attention to motives and feelings. In the thought experiment 

that Rawls used to render plausible his theory of justice, he sought to incorporate intuitions 

about fairness into the design of the ‘original position’ and then rely only on calculations of 

self-interest. This appears neither a consistent approach nor one that explores sufficiently 

the emotional building blocks of ethics.  

 Without a starting point of concern, care and motivation, development ethics will 

have little impetus. Jonathan Glover cites Thucydides’ account of the negotiations between 

the militarily dominant Athenians and the city of Melos in the Peloponnesian War. The 

Athenians, from their position of strength, listened to and rejected every plea from the 

Melians made in terms of fairness, sympathy, compassion or rights. They insisted on 

Melian subordination in place of neutrality, besieged the city, massacred its male 

inhabitants of military age when it surrendered, and sold the women and children as slaves 
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(Glover 2001: 28-30). Writing at the same time as British imperialism presided with 

Olympian indifference over mega-famines in India, Nietzsche commended the Athenians’ 

stance to the aspirants to world-power in late 19th century Germany. The viewpoint remains 

widespread, bedecked sometimes in the philosophical vestments of ‘realism’.  

 Both Sen’s work on human development and official human rights discourse are 

driven by motives of concern and care about the effects of an unjust world. Yet, they have 

not highlighted and consolidated the nature and role of such motivation and how it 

becomes translated into action. A human rights language is anyway insufficient, and must 

be complemented by the acceptance of duties and the practice of ‘virtues’, appropriate 

ethical attitudes and skills (O’Neill 1996). These have a base in fundamental human 

capacities and proclivities for reflection, empathy and compassion (Truong 2005a). Some 

authors on human development ethics such as Giri and Nussbaum seek to fill such lacunae 

in HDA, by drawing from other traditions in moral philosophy, spirituality, and social 

theory. We suggest here and discuss elsewhere (Gasper & Truong 2005) the relevance of 

feminist care ethics, a modern branch within the family of those ethics which stress virtues.  

 Rawls’s theory achieved impact not only through its elaborate reasoning but 

because it could tap and tacitly educate widespread ethical intuitions in his chosen North 

American audience. Sen’s work has achieved similar or greater impact, including far 

beyond academe, partly because of his adoption of a more morally evocative vocabulary 

– of entitlements, functionings, capabilities, agency, and freedoms – than in the existing 

economics of welfare and policy. Drawing on studies of what types of ideas acquire 

authority and influence in policy-oriented science and bridge the worlds of science and 

policy, St. Clair (2004) argues that successful intellectual ‘boundary objects’ in the 

emergence of ethics in development theory and policy are those which have had a strong 

ethical ‘charge’, and that connect well to feelings and intuitions. She adjudges that 

‘human security’ can be an effective boundary object (see also Gasper 2005). 

Work on ‘human security’ has been with us for over a decade. For the work to 

acquire more influence than most development ethics has so far, it may have to further 

employ methods with emotional depth, such as life narratives and intimate studies of life 

spheres: methods from the arts and humanities. It and development ethics more broadly 

have to widen their attention to cover emotions and motivations, as done in the literature 

on ethics of care. In other words, work on human security requires a methodological 

broadening, to add to its broadened scope in terms of themes and sectors.  

 

The need for experientially and emotionally grounded ethics  

 Early modern social theory in Europe emerged during the 17th and 18th centuries in 

the transition from an era riven by inter-religious European conflicts to a world dominated 

by economic forces and inter-State competition for global prizes. Thinkers like Mandeville, 

Hume and Smith advocated strong reliance on a market system, as supposedly guided by 

and in turn fostering more peace- and progress-giving motives, ‘the Interests’ as opposed to 

the volatile ‘Passions’ which fuel war (Hirschman 1977). Smith argued that, if properly 

channelled, self-interest is the most reliable way to build prosperity and peace. But while 

the passions can be destructive, it would be erroneous to think that all passions are 

undesirable and dispensable, or that cooperation and mutual help are dispassionate. Smith 

himself gave enormous weight to the role of ‘the moral sentiments’ which sustain human 

society, including market functioning. Others took over his analysis of the market system 
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and presumed that only the amoral sentiments, the desires for material gain and personal 

convenience, were necessary for its effective, indeed socially optimal, operation. Strangely, 

some present-day successors even try to analyse violent conflicts exclusively as 

dispassionate struggles for gain.  

 Ananta Giri (2002) argues persuasively that social ethics requires deeper pictures of 

self and of how selves relate with others; attention to how reasoning, reasonable, 

compassionate selves are fostered; and empirical study of how committed, sympathetic 

reasoning can be embodied and sustained in social practices and styles of ethical 

argumentation, notably in the various zones of ‘civil society’. He reflects on the roles of 

case studies and biographies, noting Gandhi’s insight that people impervious to reasons 

may still be susceptible to influence via their capacity for sympathy; or as formulated by 

Bhikhu Parekh, that unless there is already sympathetic attention to a person she will be 

ignored or downgraded in reasoning. 

 Giri argues that Sen’s conceptualization of human well-being lacks an adequate 

conception of personhood and a dynamic perspective on self development. ‘Sympathy’, 

said Sen in mid-career, is when a person’s own well-being is affected by the situation of 

other persons; ‘commitment’ is when a person acts in support of other persons or other 

causes even though this does not improve his/her own well-being. Evidently by ‘well-

being’ Sen here meant felt well-being or gratification. His definition of the label 

‘sympathy’ as gratification from another person’s well-being assumes that this gratification 

is the only possible sort of feeling-with-others, and implies that non-gratification types of 

feelings towards others require a different name (he chose ‘commitment’). Giri prefers the 

ordinary usages of ‘sympathy’ (feeling-with-others) and of ‘commitment’ (dedication to 

others). Hence like Smith he stresses that, in these senses, sympathy sustains commitment 

rather than the two being mutually exclusive categories as for Sen. Nor are they marginal: 

mental health requires some degree of orientation to other people. 

 Sen has proposed that democracy prevents famines, in contrast to the dire neglect 

practiced by the Imperial British authorities in India or Ireland. Case studies of 

contemporary India show that while formal political democracy mitigates famine, it does 

not prevent it; marginal minorities can be ignored (Currie 2000). Underlying Sen’s 

hypothesis is an optimistic vision in which democracy increases not only (1) the flow of 

information, but also (2) the respectful and sympathetic awareness of others and (3) the 

willingness to contribute to help them, at least if other relevant people share in doing so 

(‘collective altruism’ - Penz 1986: 202-210). Unfortunately democracy does not guarantee 

any of these three, at national or even subnational level. Within the United States, as in 

India, formal democracy co-exists continually with the destitution and malnutrition of large 

groups.  

 Giri brings in a richer picture of human personality than Sen has used, and this 

leads to a profound critique. He proposes that Sen’s capability approach does not focus on 

personal growth, nor on the nature, as opposed to only the idea, of human agency, nor on 

the development of ‘a space for criticism of the self-justificatory claims of one’s freedom’ 

(p.210). The approach ‘[does] not embody striving for self-development on the part of the 

poor… [and] lacks an objective of self-actualization or self-realization’ or self-extension 

(p.230). ‘… the reasoned deliberation that Sen is looking for requires much more than 

reason’ (p.239). Sen’s ethics remains too much in the mould of Rawls, lacking an adequate 

psychological basis.  
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 Richard Sennett’s study of respect (Sennett 2004) perhaps carries further warnings 

for Sen’s variant of human development theory. In Sennett’s view, opportunity and 

compassion make an unhappy marriage: opportunity brings inequality, and ‘creaming off’ 

of the brightest of the poor(er), while ‘compassion wounds’ as Mary Douglas declared, and 

is anyway undermined by inequality. Compassion easily deforms, in circumstances of 

inequality, into pity and becomes experienced by receivers as contempt. Receivers typically 

share Mary Wollstonecraft’s perception three centuries back that ‘It is justice, not charity, 

that is wanting in the world’. Building self-respect amongst the poor by meritocracy is no 

solution, for this rapidly brings creaming-off. The required response to the inevitable 

inequality of capitalism, suggests Sennett, should not be for the state to (further) promote 

meritocracy and opportunity, but to guarantee access to basic needs, rather than via 

conditional handouts monitored by an audit society.  

 A further warning arises. Basic needs provision requires continuing commitment 

and is no substitute for it. Costa Rica currently has two ex-Presidents charged with 

corruption, and a third who prudently resides abroad. Tatiana Mora reports a growing 

mental distancing of its affluent urban groups from the expanding urban underclass, and 

growing feelings that the poor, while indeed multiply deprived, are in one way or another 

outside society -- weird, contrary, and not possible to help or not deserving of help: ‘not 

one of us’. Fighting human development deficits requires human development policies 

and investments which should be cost-effective; and a conducive macro-environment, 

economic and political (no waste, no war). But it also centrally requires ethical 

commitment: recognition of others as human, as fellows. 

From the 1991 Human Development Report on, Haq highlighted the lack of 

political commitment, rather than lack of resources, seen in many low-income countries, 

as shown by how national budgets are allocated (Haq 1999). Haq’s legacy, the MDGs, 

are a tool to generate political commitment. By focusing on the real basics, ‘the people 

without teeth’, they have captured attention, including from some of the mentally 

distanced elites. They provide a yardstick by which leaders will be judged. Targets alone 

are unlikely to be self-fulfilling. Such issues become harder still in international relations. 

The goodwill that is feasible between family and friends, and to some degree within a 

local community and to a lesser extent a nation, becomes yet thinner. Haq and like-

minded progressives made important steps by demonstrating how aid budgets are actually 

allocated and could be reallocated, and by obtaining rich governments’ commitment to 

the MDGs. Here again the targets are not self-implementing. Also required for MDG 

implementation is an ethical and perceptual strategy, as the Human Security Now report 

highlights. 

 We applaud Human Security Now’s agenda items of ethical debate and education; 

and recommend, as part of that, more attention in development ethics to the literature on 

caring and its role in moral thought, including to authors who discuss what types of 

extension or supplementation may be possible in arenas beyond its cradle, the family.  
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Conclusion 

 

Development ethics as a field of thought focuses on the overall trajectories of human 

communities and on the lifepaths of the individuals who constitute and span those 

communities. Its agenda increases in urgency in the face of globalization’s vast and 

varied impacts, which render some groups highly vulnerable. We require, and are 

unevenly moving towards, a global frame and global ethics, comparable to the earlier 

emergence of national systems of rights and responsibilities. Will this emergent global 

framework be one where might makes right and the universal principles are those of 

market (and other) power, or one based on principles of universal human dignity and 

fundamental human rights? (Held, 2004).  

 We looked at some responses in development ethics to these challenges. Besides 

elaboration of theory and drafting of conventions, attention is needed to the emotional, 

perceptual and existential grounding of ethics. The Human Development approach 

(HDA) has, as a great strength, attempted ‘joined-up thinking’: transdisciplinary 

integrative analysis of ‘development’. It remains weaker with respect to ‘human’. The 

approach’s previous lack of basic guarantees for everyone is being remedied by 

connection to the human rights stream and the recent reformulations of ‘human security’; 

but it lacks as yet sufficient base concerning the nature of personhood, identity, and 

mutual concern, and of motivation for such concern. It presumes and conduces to ethical 

universalism in the sense of ‘joined-up feeling’--global sympathy, concern and 

commitment--but needs a more emphatic and profound grounding for this. (Nussbaum’s 

work is an exception in these respects, but she has an outlier role within the HDA; Gasper 

2003.) The less generalized, less abstract focus in ‘human security’ work, on securing 

basic needs, supports concern, motivation, and also respect for the diversity of 

experiencing, weighing and fulfilling needs. Its language is however at risk of being 

hijacked by the psychic insecurities of the rich.  

 We conclude that the field of development ethics needs to be deepened to better 

serve those adversely affected by processes of globalization. It should enrich its 

conception of the human being. Vulnerability and capability are two sides of the coin of 

being human. The virtue of care connects the two, and must be fostered for democracy, 

solidarity and social justice to be possible. And secondly, we should enrich the notions of 

well-being used in development ethics, drawing for example from the gender-sensitive 

study of care and routine life maintenance, which offers insights which can be extended 

to face issues of care beyond the household or local community.ii Such deepening may 

help to shape moral responsibility and reciprocity between persons as citizens within a 

state and between citizens of different states.  
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